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a b s t r a c t

In this paper a thermal flowmeter based on the calorimetric principle is reported and analytically
modeled. The flow is measured without using any kind of laminar or bypass elements and it has been
tested for laminar, transitional and turbulent flow patterns. It contains four temperature sensors. Three of
them are placed downstream and the fourth upstream. Results showed that the model qualitatively
describes the relationship between temperature and mean velocity in laminar flows. The meter accuracy
is increased by combining the flow estimations given by three downstream sensors (redundancy of
measurements) and by continuously correcting the dependency that the calorimetric method shows on
fluid temperature. Experimental results, using water as fluid, make the accuracy rate of the instrument
equal to70.7% FS in a range between 0.5 L/min and 19 L/min, which is not a usual range for thermal
flowmeters in liquids. Finally, an algorithm to prevent the probe from damaging in practical im-
plementations is shown.

& 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Thermal flowmeters are widely used nowadays in industrial
processes and they can be classified according to the measurement
principle: hot-wire, calorimetric and time-of-flight (TOF) [1–3].
Hot-wire (film-wire) sensors measure the effect of a fluid flowing
around a hot body. According to the physical parameter that is
kept constant, hot-wire flowmeters can be classified as follows:
constant temperature, constant current or constant power. In
constant temperature mode the main body is heated up, until it
reaches a specific temperature, and it is maintained on it. The flow
is detected, and quantified, by measuring the power that is needed
to keep the main body temperature. In the other modes, the flow
is measured by any electrical signal that reflects the cooling effect
that the flow causes to the hot body. Calorimetric sensors [4–7] are
based on measuring temperature shifts around a heater. In a si-
tuation of zero flow, the temperature profile is symmetrical with
respect to the heater. A temperature sensor placed downstream
away from the heater will register the same value that another one
placed at the same distance from the heater but upstream.
Therefore, the temperature difference between them equals zero.
If the flow is not zero, the temperature profile shifts by transport
in the flow direction, so the values registered by the two tem-
perature sensors will be different. Time-of-flight sensors measure
how long a heat pulse takes to get to a temperature sensor placed
downstream. This kind of flowmeter can be implemented by
putting heat marks into the fluid or by continuously driving the
heater with an ac signal and measuring the phase shift at the
position of the temperature sensor. Most commercial thermal
flowmeters are based, mainly, on hot-wire principles but in the
scientific literature it is also common to find ones based on ca-
lorimetry [4–7], or using a combination of different thermal
principles, for instance: calorimetric and hotwire [8,9] or TOF and
calorimetric [10], etc.

The kind of fluid whose flow is measured is important in
thermal flowmeters. Most commercial devices are developed for
gases like air, O2, CO2, etc. and very few vendors offer hot-wire-
based flowmeter for liquids. Researchers have reported thermal
flowmeters for liquids [11] but with low measuring range (be-
tween some nL/min [12], 500 μL/min [13] and 500 mL/min [14]). A
wider range (up to 0.25 L/min) has been also reported [15,16] but,
in these cases, the proposal flowmeters were based on the hot-
wire method.

With regard to the calorimetric probes, almost all commercial
meters use bypass and also include laminar elements inserted into
the main flow. An insertion calorimetric probe was proposed in
this work, thus laminar element and the bypass pipe are avoided.
This flowmeter has been tested using liquid (water) instead of
gases and the test flow range yields between 0.4 L/min and 19 L/
min, which overcomes most commercial calorimetric flowmeters
with a good turndown ratio of 46:1. The selected flow range makes
Reynolds number change from 454 up to 19745, so, laminar,
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transitional and turbulent flows are all included in the experi-
mental test. Moreover, three temperature sensors are placed
downstream to combine multiple measurements into one esti-
mation of flow with a lower error.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sections 2 and 3
show the structure of the proposal sensor and the analytical model
respectively. Section 4 shows the acquisition circuit, transduction
equations and the fluid temperature compensation method. Sec-
tions 5, 6 and 7 show the experimental results, the flowmeter
accuracy with its operational modes and the conclusions
respectively.
Fig. 2. Flowmeter probe inside the pipe.
2. Flowmeter sensor

The experimental probe, shown in Fig. 1, is made of a central
heater and four 1 kΩ class B Pt1000 temperature sensors.

Three of them (Tn, n¼1,2,3) are placed downstream, whereas
the fourth one (Tr), or reference sensor, is located upstream. The
heater consists of an etched-foil resistive heating element, placed
between Tr and T1, with a resistance value equal to 13Ω and it
might dissipate up to 3 W.

The probe is fully covered with a water-resistant Kapton iso-
lation layer and stuck on a 2-mm-thick FR4 substrate that gives it
stiffness. The experimental probe is inserted into the pipe, splitting
its internal room into two almost semicylindrical spaces, and with
temperature sensors at the axial position of the pipe. The probe is
inserted in the center of the pipe with a distance equal to 10 cm
from the probe to any end of the pipe (Fig. 2). Connection pads for
sensors and heater remain out of the pipe and the space between
the external part of the probe and the pipe were sealed to avoid
the leakage of the fluid.
3. Analytical model

Applying the energy balance to a slice of a control volume (CV)
placed over the probe, as it is shown in Fig. 3, we obtained an
analytical model of the heat transport phenomena. In steady state,
the energy per unit time entering the control volume in any di-
rection x y z, ,( ) is equal to the output one. The main heat transport
phenomena happen in the x-direction, where there are advection
and diffusion effects quantified by Eqs. (1) and (2). The parameters
ρ, cp, v, K are the density, heat capacity, velocity and thermal
conductivity of the fluid respectively. Some geometric parameters
are the width of the heater, w, and the height of the CV, xδ ( ),
which, in turn, is dependent on x.
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Fig. 1. Experimental flowmeter probe. It contains a heater and four temperature
rtd-type sensors, three placed downstream and an upstream one acting as a re-
ference and for fluid temperature measurement.
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In the y-direction there is no heat flow through the top side of
the control volume. This is because its height, xδ ( ), has been
chosen equal to the height of the thermal boundary layer, wherein
the heat transport phenomena take place. At the bottom surface,
the control volume loses heat by diffusion through the FR4 sub-
strate towards the fluid which is at an ambient temperature. Ad-
ditionally, whether the control volume is over the heater it re-
ceives energy from it. We made the assumption that the power
was completely transferred to the fluid, like whether the heater
would have been placed into the CV. In Eq. (4), 2L is the length of
the heater, P the power and p xL2 ( ) is a step function which returns
1 if L x L− ≤ ≤ and 0 otherwise. Note the height of the thermal
boundary layer is also a function of position, x, increasing as x
does. In Eq. (3) the parameters hs and Ks are the height and the
heat conductivity of the FR4 substrate respectively.
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Combining Eqs. (1)–(4) and assuming that the heat transfer in
the z-direction was negligible we obtained the following equation:
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To ease the analytical solution of the above equation the function
xδ ( ) was substituted by the constant δ or average height of the

thermal boundary layer. The limits of integration were set from



Fig. 3. (a) Cross section of the pipe. The FR4 substrate is placed in the middle and the CV is over it. (b) Details of energy balance in the CV. Read text for details.
(c) Longitudinal section of the pipe. Thermal and velocity boundary layers are plotted. The height of the thermal boundary layer defines the height of the CV which has been
drawn at the end of the substrate for clarity.

Table 1
Numerical results obtained by applying real physical conditions in Eqs. (6), (11), and
(12). The appendix contains the physical values. The heater power was set to
P¼2.7 W and the mean velocities inside the pipe have been chosen similar to the
experimentation.

n v (cm/s) Re 102
2γ × cm 1( )− 101

3γ × − cm 1( )− δ (cm) To (°C)

1 2.3 455 �2.13 1.64 0.27 1.00
2 4 794 �1.61 2.86 0.21 0.76
3 6.9 1377 �1.22 4.97 0.16 0.58
4 9.8 1959 �1.02 7.07 0.13 0.48
5 11.5 2298 �0.95 8.29 0.12 0.45
6 18.8 3748 �0.94 13.53 0.08 0.44
7 23.9 4765 �0.22 17.20 0.25 0.10
8 32.8 6544 �0.17 23.63 0.23 0.08
9 47.7 9530 �0.12 34.41 0.22 0.06
10 98.1 19,590 �0.07 70.74 0.19 0.03
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x L= − , or the initial position of the thermal layer, up to the po-
sition of the furthest downstream sensor, x3.
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The height xδ ( ) of the thermal boundary layer depends on the type
of flow. For laminar ones x xlamδ δ( ) = ( ) as it is shown in Eq. (7),
where Pr is Prandtl's number. For turbulent flows the expression is
given by Eq. (8). In both formulas, ξ is the distance between the
heater and the border of the substrate, and Reynolds’ local number
Rex is given by Eq. (9) where μ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid.
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In [17,18,6] similar differential equations have been developed and
solved with other geometries and boundary conditions. In [17,18]
the authors assumed that the temperature along the heater was
constant. Following a similar approach, where T x 0( ) = for
x → ± ∞ and the heater temperature, T0, does not depend on x,
the solution of Eq. (5) is
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Table 1 shows numerical results of some parameters of the model
using real physical constants and similar flows used in experi-
mentation. For transitional flows (v6) the thermal boundary layer
thickness was obtained by linear interpolation between the values
associated to v5 and v7.

Fig. 4 shows several plots of the temperature distribution ob-
tained by applying experimental conditions to above equations.
The positions of heater and temperature sensors have been also
drawn in abscissas axis. Velocities v1 and v4 are associated to la-
minar flows whereas the other two to turbulent ones. It can be
seen that just for low velocities (v1 for example), the temperature
exponentially decays as x increases. For the rest, the temperature
is more or less flat, suggesting that there will not be important
differences among the temperature that the downstream sensors



Fig. 4. Temperature distribution along the x-axis for different fluid velocities and
flow patterns. The position of temperature sensors and heater are also plotted.
Laminar flows are represented by fluid velocities v1 and v4, turbulent flows by the
two others.
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measure and the one the heater reaches.
For the conditions used in experimentation, Eq. (11) can be

simplified as c v K/p1γ ρ≈ and 02γ ≈ (see Table 1). This simplifica-
tion also affects Eq. (12). Its denominator contains two terms. The
left one is smaller than the other, so T P Kw/0 1 2δ γ γ≈ ( − ), and
substituting the simplified γ1 and γ2 into it makes T P w c v/ p0 ρ δ≈ .
Moreover, δ is dependent on velocity according to Eq. (7) or (8).
For laminar flows v 0.5δ ∝ − , so T v0

0.5∝ − too, whereas for turbulent
flows v 0.2δ ∝ − and hence T v0

0.8∝ − .
4. Acquisition circuit

A simplified analog schematic is shown in Fig. 5. The first stage
includes temperature sensor into resistive dividers powered with a
2.5 V voltage reference circuit. The reference sensor is connected
to a resistor with a 0.1% tolerance, whereas the resistor dividers of
the Tn sensors contain variable resistors in order to calibrate the
baseline, or the voltage value for zero flow condition. Voltage
coming from the Tr sensor is buffered and used as a reference
signal for the signals coming from sensors Tn and for measuring
fluid temperature. A second-circuit stage amplifies the bipolar
T Tn r− voltage signal and contains a low-pass filter with a 2 Hz
Fig. 5. Data acquisition circuit. Three out of four outputs are for flow measurement. Fo
pathway contains amplifiers and a low pass filter.
cutoff frequency. The filtered signal is then amplified and biased in
order to comply the electrical input range of the ADC. Each
channel has been oversampled at 800 Hz/channel and then aver-
aged using an 800-sample window, so four measurements
per second are available (fluid temperature and T Tn r− , where
n¼1,2,3) [19].
4.1. Signal amplitude

In the calorimetric method the heater is continuously turned
on and the flow is correlated with the temperature difference
T Tn r− . As is shown in Fig. 5, the signal voltage from resistors di-
viders is given by Eq. (13), where Vref is the voltage supply of the
bridge, A is the gain of the circuit, Rn for (n¼1,2,3), and Rr are the
resistive values of RTDs, R4 and R5 are the resistances placed in the
same branch of Rn and Rr respectively, and Tn (for n¼1,2,3), Tr are
the fluid temperature at position of the sensors. Notice that Rn and
Rr are temperature dependent, so they appear in the equation as a
function of fluid temperature at the position of the sensor.
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The output signal, Vn, is driven to zero by adjusting R4 during
the calibration process, which takes place when the heater is off. In
such a situation, all sensors detect the same temperature, the fluid
temperature, Tf so Tn¼Tr¼Tf. Adjusting R4, as in Eq. (14) shows,
makes Vn not depend on Tf so Vn will go on being zero even though
the fluid temperature changes.

R
R R

R 14
n

r
4

5=
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After the calibration process, the heater is then turned on. From
this moment, any change on Vn is due to heat transport phe-
nomena that makes local temperature at downstream sensors
positions rise. Let Tnδ be the difference of temperature between
sensor n and the reference one.

T T T 15n n rδ = − ( )

This incremental temperature depends on flow and distance be-
tween the sensor and the heater. For RTD resistors, the resistive
value is approximately linear with temperature, R R T1n n0 α= ( + ).
So Eq. (13) can be written as in the following equation:
urth output is for measuring fluid temperature for further compensation. Each Vn



Fig. 6. Experimental results. Laminar flow.

Fig. 7. Experimental results. Non-laminar flow.
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The sensitivity of Vn is about 2.26 mV/°C for a standard fluid
temperature of 25 °C.

4.2. Fluid temperature compensation

Assuming T Tn fδ < , we can simplify R T T R Tn f n n fδ( + ) ≈ ( ) and
taking into account the zero flow calibration value for the bridge
elements, Eq. (14), and substituting it into Eq. (16) then it turns
into the following equation:
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As we can see from Eq. (17), the final result depends on fluid
temperature. The influence of Tf on the measured signal can be
analyzed by just taking derivative to Eq. (17). The result is that the
output signal depends on fluid temperature over 0.4%/°C. There-
fore, a variation over 10°C on the fluid temperature will produce
an error higher than 4% on the output signal, so a compensation
mechanism is required. Several techniques for fluid temperature
compensating have been published [20,21] but an easy way to
achieve this is to measure fluid temperature and put it into Eq.
(17). Although fluid temperature measurement will have an error,
for instance below 0.5 °C, it will help Tnδ dependency on Tf keep
lower than 0.2%.

The signal Vf (see Fig. 5) allows the estimation of the fluid
temperature Tf based on the signal coming from the upstream
sensor in the probe, which is not affected by the heater. Eq. (18)
shows the relationship between Vf and the fluid temperature Tf,
where F is the amplifier gain set to 12.5. Substituting
R T R T1r f f0 α( ) = ( + ) into Eq. (18) and solving for Tf we obtained Eq.
(19) for fluid temperature.
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Fig. 8. Model results. Laminar flow.
5. Results

Experimentation was carried on using a testbed for setting and
measuring the flow of the fluid passing the probe. Ten different
flows have been chosen, and an overall of 25 measurements for
each one have been carried out in order to know the repeatability
of the measurements. Fluid temperature has been measured trial
by trial, showing a variation close to 7 °C from the beginning up to
the end of a sequence of trials. Eq. (17) was used to compensate
such a temperature drift.

Figs. 6 and 7 show the experimental values of Tnδ and how they
depend on flow and the distance between the downstream sensor
and the heater. The temperature Tnδ decreases as flow and the
heater–sensor distance increase. In laminar flows Tnδ follows a
v 0.5− law if we exclude the results for Q¼0.43 L/min what agrees
with an analytical model. However, this was not the situation for
turbulent flows, where the relationship follows a law which dif-
fered from the theoretical v 0.8− . Higher n values for v�n law were
obtained: n¼1.2 for T1 sensor and n¼1.5 for the two others.

Figs. 8 and 9 show model results for the same flow rates. For
laminar flows (Fig. 8) the curves predict qualitatively the
temperature dependency on velocity. There was no match in
quantitative temperature values which also happens in other
models shown in the literature [18,17]. This is because many as-
sumptions were carried out to reduce the complexity of the heat
transport phenomena and obtain a simple differential equation.
For example, Eq. (7) is based on the fact the fluid velocity profile is
flat when it reaches a heated plate. Obviously this is not the



Fig. 9. Model results. Turbulent flow.
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situation in the proposal flowmeter. In laminar flows, the velocity
profile inside the pipe is parabolic, where the velocity at the axial
position is twice the mean velocity. So, it would have been more
appropriate to consider that the velocity v used in Eq. (7) was
higher. This would have led to obtain a velocity boundary layer
narrower and higher temperature values at the position of the
downstream sensors.

Another important issue is the fact of heat conduction in the
interface between heater and fluid. We assumed that the heat was
produced inside the fluid which is flowing with a constant velo-
city. In fact, the velocity profile is not constant, changing from
zero, at the plane position (sensor probe), to higher values as the
distance between the flow lines and the plane increases. At the
surface of the heater, the heat conduction is dominant whereas a
little further away from the heater advection is dominant. In the
proposal model, advection is dominant for almost all fluid velo-
cities. This partially explains why the model can show very small
differences among the temperature at downstream sensor posi-
tions. Even at higher mean velocities these differences are much
more negligible, what it is the case of turbulent flows (Fig. 9).
Other assumptions like the heat flow in the z-direction is negli-
gible or using an average height of the thermal boundary layer
could hide the temperature decrement along the x-axis as well.

A better estimation might be obtained by FEA simulation, but
this approach is out of the scope of this work.
Table 2
Experimental errors.

Test conditions Q L
min

^ ( )

Q
L

min
( )

Re 1 2 3

0.43 455 0.39 0.46[ ] 0.33 0.53[ ] [
0.75 771 0.67 0.82[ ] 0.66 0.83[ ] [
1.30 1382 1.20 1.39[ ] 1.17 1.43[ ] [
1.85 1962 1.73 1.97[ ] 1.67 2.02[ ] [
2.17 2306 1.91 2.43[ ] 1.93 2.40[ ] [
3.54 3739 2.97 4.10[ ] 3.18 3.89[ ] [
4.50 4803 3.86 5.14[ ] 4.16 4.83[ ] [
6.18 6561 5.89 6.47[ ] 6.01 6.35[ ] [
9 9654 8.50 9.50[ ] 8.74 9.25[ ] [
18.5 18,745 18.32 18.69[ ] 18.43 18.57[ ] [

Average error (%)
FS error (%)
5.1. Flow estimation by redundancy

Table 2 shows the confidence interval of estimated flow Q̂ and
the percentage error computed as follows. From Figs. 6 and 7 and
each downstream sensor we obtained a linear piecewise function
T Qnδ ( ) containing 10 flows with their corresponding Tnδ output
values and interpolation lines among them. Then, we inverted
such function to obtain a new one, Q Tnδ( ), wherein Tnδ is now the
input and the flow, Q, the output. For each experimental Tnδ , we

get an estimation of flow Q̂ which, in turn, is compared with the
true flow value to evaluate the error. A total of 25 flow estimations
for one true flow value are used to calculate the standard devia-
tion, and with that, the confidence interval assuming that they
followed a Gauss distribution. Percentage error is 50-times the
confidence interval divided by the true flow.

As the flowmeter makes three estimations of flow at the same
time (one per each downstream sensor), they can be averaged to
make a result with higher accuracy and whose error is given by Eq.
(20), in where Si is the measurement error of sensor Ti. The
rightmost column of Table 2 shows these results.

S S
1
3 20

red
n

n
1

3
2∑=

( )=

Table 2 also shows the full scale error for each temperature
sensor individually, and using redundancy. Notice the full scale
error drops to 0.7%FS. Comparing measurement errors in turbulent
and laminar flows, the flowmeter commits bigger errors in laminar
flows (6.46% in average) than in turbulent ones (3.44%).
6. Practical considerations for flowmeter implementation

6.1. Operation mode

The flowmeter has three states: inactive, warm-up and mea-
surement (see Fig. 10). In measurement state, all the channels are
sampled at 800 Hz, stored using an 800-sample data window and
averaged as soon as the channel buffer is full. Hence, four mea-
surements every second are obtained: three differential tem-
peratures, Tnδ and the fluid temperature, Tf, which corrects dif-
ferential temperatures and reduces errors in the following stages
of processing. The corrected Tnδ are inputs of the calibration
curves, Q Tn nδ( ), whose outputs give three flow estimations. Finally,
those outputs are combined into one flow estimation with a more
Error (%)

1 2 3 Redundancy

0.37 0.48] 8.29 22.9 12.7 9.2
0.67 0.83] 10.3 11.4 10.9 6.3
1.16 1.44] 7.2 10 11.1 5.5
1.69 2.00] 6.52 9.65 8.44 4.8
1.92 2.41] 11.9 10.9 11.1 6.5
3.36 3.71] 16 10 4.9 6.5
4.26 4.74] 14.2 7.4 5.4 5.6
6.04 6.32] 4.7 2.8 2.3 2
8.53 9.47] 5.6 2.8 5.2 2.7
18.41 18.59] 1 0.4 0.5 0.4

8.57 8.83 7.25 4.95
1.5 1 1 0.7



Fig. 10. Operation mode of the flowmeter. Three main states: Measurement,
Warm-up and Inactive are shown. The Warm-up state guarantees the signals to be
in steady state before the flowmeter starts measuring. Zero-flow and empty pipe
conditions can move the flowmeter to the inactive state to prevent the sensor from
damage.

Fig. 11. Zero-flow detection and heater turning on and off procedure. After turning
the heater on, the circuit goes into warm-up phase, waiting for the signal to reach
the steady state. If V3 signal becomes lower than the threshold Vth, the zero-flow
condition or empty pipe condition is detected and the heater is turned off.
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reduced error. Redundancy might be also potentially used as an
indicator of the quality of the measurement through the variance.

In the inactive state, the flowmeter does not make any flow
estimation and in it the calibration process must be carried out.
After calibration the heater must be turned on but before starting
estimating the flow (Active state), the flowmeter should wait for
the signals Vn to get to a steady state. This is the warm-up period,
which lasts t2 seconds.

If the heater is turned on, the voltage V3 is continuously com-
pared with a threshold Vth which prevents the probe from being
damaged. This will be explained in the following section.

6.2. Empty pipe and zero-flow detection

Measurement or warm-up states must be interrupted if the
pipe is emptied or the fluid stops flowing. The detection of such
conditions should turn off the heater and move the system to the
inactive state, staying in there for t1 seconds. This period of time
guarantees the probe to reach the starting situation in which the
temperature of the downstream sensors is similar to the en-
vironmental one. Fig. 10 graphically describes this operation mode.
Those situations are easily detected from Vn signals because they
show a sudden drop crossing the baseline (see Fig. 11). Asymme-
tries in the placement of temperature sensors with respect to
heater make at least one signal (V3) keeping below a threshold Vth

for a long time even though the heater keeps powering the whole
medium.

Once the heater is turned off and the process has gone to the
inactive state, the flowmeter must detect if there is flow again to
go back to the measurement state. This is carried on in warm-up
state where the heater is powered again. A decrement in V3 signal
suggests the flowmeter going back to the inactive state and
turning the heater off again for a while (t1 seconds). However, an
increment in all Vn signals suggests passing to measurement active
state (after t2 seconds) and keeping turning the heater on.
7. Conclusions

This work shows an electronic device and a theoretical model
of an insertion flowmeter based on the calorimetric principle. The
flow is measured without using any kind of laminar or bypass
elements and it has been tested for laminar, transitional and tur-
bulent flow patterns. It is made up of four temperature sensors
and a heater among them. Three of these rtd-type sensors are
placed downstream, whereas the fourth one is placed upstream
and its function is twofold. On one hand it serves as the reference
temperature, Tr for the downstream sensor, Tn (n¼1,2,3) and, on
the other hand, to measure the fluid temperature, Tf. Three dif-
ferential temperature measurements are sampled per second,
T T Tn n rδ = − plus the fluid temperature Tf, which serves to adjust
the differential measurements and reduce errors. The meter ac-
curacy is increased by combining the flow estimations given by
three downstream sensors (redundancy of measurements). Ex-
perimental results make the accuracy rate of the instrument equal
to70.7% FS in a range between 0.5 L/min and 19 L/min, which is
not a usual range for thermal flowmeters in liquids.

The model qualitatively describes the relationship between
temperature and mean velocity only in laminar flows but fails to
predict the same relationship in turbulent flows or the de-
pendency on the position of the sensors, requiring further
research.

This work shows a procedure to measure, warm-up and pre-
vent the probe from damaging in practical implementations when
the pipe is emptied or in zero-flow condition based on the posi-
tional asymmetries of the outermost sensors (T3 and Tr) with re-
spect to the heater.
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Appendix A

Experimental conditions and physical parameters. Tables 3 and 4.
Table 3
Physical properties of the fluid and substrate.

Density ρ 1
Heat capacity 1 J/gr K
Dynamic viscosity μ 0.01 gr/cm s
Thermal conductivity K 0.58 10 2× − W/cm K

Prandtl's number Pr 7
FR4 thermal conductivity 0.29 10 2× − W/cm K

Table 4
Geometrical values

Heater half length L 1 cm
Heater width w 1.32 cm
FR4 height 0.21 cm
T1 position 2 cm
T2 position 3 cm
T3 position 3 cm
Tr position �3 cm
Heater from border ξ 3 cm
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